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The remarkable difference between the nuclearquadrupole frequencies vQ of Cu(l) and Cu(2) in
YBa:~Cu306 and YBalCu307 is analyzed. We calculate the ionic contribution to the electric field
gradients and estimate, by using experimental results for CU20 and La2Cu04, the contribution of
the d valence electrons. Thus, we determine VQh VQ2' and the asymmetry parameter 71 for
YBatCU306 and YBa2CuP7. The number of holesin the Cu-Oplanes and chainsis foundto be im
portant for the different behaviorof vQI and vQ2'

Nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) can give impor
tant information about the electronic structure of solids,
since the nuclear quadrupole coupling constant is propor
tional to the total electric field gradient (qij) at the nu
cleus. An interpretation of the experimental data within
a simple electronic physical picture is possible. However,
in general and especiallly for complex systems, a quantita
tive analysis is difficult. Many NQR experiments have
been performed for the: various high-Z', compounds, and
particularly for both copper sites Cu(l) and Cu(2) in
YBa2Cu307_B.I-6 Obviously, different charge config
urations expected in such systems may be reflected in
NQR results. However, due to the complicated structure
of high-T, materials, it remains difficult to obtain from
the values of the NQR frequencies vQ (and consequently
of the total field gradient qij) for Cu(l) and Cu(2) a com
plete understanding of the ionic charge distribution.
Furthermore, it is by no means clear whether such high
T; materials can be treated as dominantly ionic in char
acter and that the covalent character of the Cu-O bonds
may be neglected.

Experimental results for antiferromagnetic YBa2Cu306
show? an inversion of the magnitudes of vQI and VQ2'

which refer to Cu(l) and Cu(2), respectively, with respect
to these values in YBa2Cu307' One observes VQI =30.11
MHz and vQ2=22.87 MHz in YBa2Cu306,7 and vQI=22
MHz and vQ2=31.5 MHz in YBa2Cu307.4-6 This in
teresting difference could suggest that vQ is a sensitive
quantity reflecting changes in the electronic properties of
both compounds <whose crystal structures are similar).
The purpose of our analysis is to estimate the quadrupole
frequencies in YBa2Cu306 and YBa2Cu307 and to explain
the experimental results. We use simple assumptions
about the electronic structure and consider explicity the
existence of covalent Cu-O bonds. Furthermore, for
determining the valence electron contribution to the elec
tric field gradient qij we use experimental results for
CU20 and La2Cu04.

The quadrupole frequency for the 63Cu nucleus (with
nuclear spin I =-}) is given by

vQ=+e2Qq~t(1+172/3)1I2, (l)

where Q is the nuclear quadrupole moment, q:t the larg
est component (z component) of the total field gradient
tensor in a set of principal axes, and 17=(qxx-qyy)/qzz
refers to the asymmetry parameter. From a general ex
pression of q:t as a function of the coordinates of all the
nuclei and electrons in the solid" one can derive an ap
proximate expression," in which the sources of the. elec
tric field gradient at a certain nucleus are the outer (or
valence) electrons with aspherical wave functions and the
other ions (considered in lowest approximation as an
infinite arrangement of point charges). Then, if the prin
cipal axes of both ionic and valence contributions are the
same, Eq. (I) may be rewritten as

vQ= [ te 2Q(l - Y co )q;~mic -t- qvall(l +712 /3)1/2 , (2)

where y co refers to the Sternheimer antishielding factor, 10

which accounts for the contribution from the distortion
of the Cu ion both by the local field gradient and by the
quadrupolar field of the nucleus. The contribution to the
field gradients due to the ionic lattice is given by the term

and the term

qval= +( 1 - R )e2Qq:zal

refers to the field gradients produced by the valence elec
trons at the Cu sites, in which the shielding factor R de
scribes the shielding by core electrons.l? The asymmetry
parameter 71 is written as

where

qT=q!9nic+q~al
II II II·

q;:l results from the electrons (holes) in the open d Cu
shells. In terms of the number of holes in the different d
orbitals, q:;1 may be written as
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where A is a constant. In what follows we will assume
that the orbitals 3dxy, 3dxz' and 3dyz are below the Fermi
level and that consequently their contributions vanish.

Note that previously Adrian!' has calculated VQI and
VQ2 in YBa2Cu307 using Eq. (2). Although his results
seem to be in agreement with experiment, one should
note that he makes two crude assumptions. First, he con
siders roo to be independent of the ionic charge and he
takes r~2+ = -17, which is the calculated value" for
Cu +. A calculation of roo for Cu2+ has been carried out
by Gupta et aZY and gives r;,u2+ =-7.59. Using this
value, Adrian results are no longer close to the experi
mental values.l" Furthermore, performing his calcula
tions in YBa2Cu306 one obtains values which are far
away (even qualitatively) from the experimental results.
Second, he assumes that only CuH contributes to qva!'

In the following we determine VQI and vQ2 and the
asymmetry parameter 'TJ for YBa2Cu306 and YBa2Cu307
from Eq. (2) by calculating directly te 2Qq~nic and by es
timating qva! using experimental results for CU20 and
La2Cu04'

We have calculated the ionic contribution te2Qq~nic

for Cu(l) and Cu(2) in both YBa2Cu306 and YBa2Cu307
using the Evjen methodl5 (to insure the convergence of
the numerical summations). The following charge
configurations are assumed: y3+ ,BaH for both com
pounds, and 0(2)2-,0(3)2-,Cu(l)+Cu(2)2+0(4)2- for
YBa2Cu306, whereas 0(2)1.95- ,0(3)1.95- ,Cu(1)2.4+,
CU(2)2.1+ ,0(4)2- ,0(1)1.8- for YBa2Cu307' 0(1) refers
to the oxygen atoms along the chains, and 0(4) to the ox-

q;l= A (r-3)3d[nhOd3zZ_rZ)-nh(3dXz_yz)

-nhOdxy )+tnhOdxz)

-tnh(3dyz)] , (3)

ygen atoms above and below Cu(1). Note, in the assumed
charge distribution for YBa2Cu307, each Cu02 plane and
the chain have 0.2 and 0.6 holes, respectively, near to the
values observed in recent experiments.l'' It must be men
tioned that te2Qq~nic is not very sensitive to small charge
changes." However, the holes will contribute to qva!'
The values for the t( I-r 00 )e2Qq~niC and the asymmetry
parameter 'TJ obtained for Cu(1) and Cu(2) in YBa2Cu306
and YBa2Cu307 are shown in Table I. These results indi
cate that the ionic contribution alone cannot explain the
behavior of vQ in YBa2Cu307'

Since a first-principles calculation of qval seems still a
very complicated and not yet solved many-body problem
and since we only attempt to explain qualitatively the be
havior of vQI and vQ2' we will estimate qval for Cu using
simple physical arguments and with the help of experi
mental data for vQ in the related compounds CU20 and
La2Cu04'

For example, qval for Cu(1) in YBa2Cu306 may be es
timated from vQ in CU20, where copper is also in the
state Cu +. Since CU20 is mainly ionic l8,19 and an isolat
ed Cu + is spherically symmetric, it seems reasonable to
take qval =0.20-22 Our calculation of the ionic contribu
tion for Cu in CU20 gives te2Qq~nic=4.01 Mhz, the z
principal axis being the 0,1,0 axis. The experimental
values in CU20 are vQ =26 MHz, and 'TJ=o.D Note that,
using an effective (I - roo) = - 6.48, one could obtain,
from our calculated value 4.01 MHz for te2Qq;.nic, the
observed experimental value for vQ' In order to deter
mine now the Cu(1) quadrupole frequency in YBa2Cu306
we reason as follows. The coordination O(4)-Cu(1)-O(4)
is very similar to that of Cu in Cu20. The only difference
is given by the interatomic distances, namely the
ce-o distance is 1.84 A for CU20,24 whereas the Cu(1)
0(4) distance for YBa2Cu306 (Ref. 25) is 1.79 A. Since
this change in the interatomic distances is relatively small

TABLE I. Calculated results for the field gradient contribution fezQ (l-y '")q~nic of the lattice and
the asymmetryparameter Tf. The Cu d-electronfield gradient contribution qval is estimated from exper
imental results for the NQR resonance frequency vQ in Cup and LaZCu04; modifications due to
changes in covalency, see discussion in text, are included. Results for qval given in brackets follow if
valuesderivedfor LaZCu04 are used.

teZQq~nic(Cut1)

fezQ( l-y .. )q~nic(cu(2)

qval(CuO)
qval(CU(Z)

Tfl
Tf!Xpt

Tf2

Tfi
xpt

VQI

v"Q'rt

VQ2

v"Q'ft

4.86 MHz

-22.5 MHz

0.0 MHz
45.4 MHz
(52.1 MHz)

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
31.5 MHz
30.11 MHz
22.87 (29.6) MHz
22.87 MHz

-32.36 MHz

-18.9 MHz

52.1 MHz
47.1 MHz

0.67

~1.0

0.07

0.01-0.1
21.2 MHz
22.0 MHz
28.0 MHz
31.5 MHz
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and the distance to the planes is still large,25 we assume
that the covalent contribution (due to the qva\) to vQ\ is
small. Then, if the antishielding factor is the same in
both compounds, then we can write

VQ\ =VQ(CU20 )q~niC(YBa2Cu306)/q':~mic(CU20).

Our calculated value for te2Qq~nic in YBa2Cu306 is 4.86
MHz (where the ;: principal axis is the c axis). Then,
vQ\=31.5 MHz (expt: 30.11 MHz). Note that this value
might be smaller if a small amount of holes is present in
the 3d3z2_r2 orbital ofCu(l).

In order to estimate qval and vQ for the other Cu atoms
in YBa2Cu306 and YB3.2CU307' we use experimental data
for Cu2+. Recently, NQR measurements have been per
formed on the La2Cu04-/l compound.t'' where Cu is ap
proximately Cu2+. The quadrupole frequency for Cu was
observed to be vQ == 31.9 MHz. Our calculation yields

te2Qq~nic=-2.35 MHz

for this compound. Then, using y;,u2+ = -7.59,I3 we
derive from Eq. (2) qval = 52. 1 MHz. Taking into account
that the z principal axis is the c axis, and that the quadru
pole moment is negative (Q(63CU)= -0.211 b (Ref. 27)], it
is possible to understand, from Eq. (3), the positive value
of qval as resulting from holes in the 3d 2 2 orbital ofx -y
Cu. If the number of holes were nh = 1, then Cu would
be in a pure Cu2+ state and one would calculate accord
ing to Adrian!' '1va\ =95.5 MHz. The smaller value
qval = 52. 1 MHz derived by us indicates stronger covalent
bonding. If we assume that Cu(2) in YBa2Cu306 has
nearly the same configuration as Cu in La2 CU04' and
thus insert qval=52.1 MHz and our calculated value for
YBa2Cu306 of

t e 2Qq~nic = - 2. 62 MHz

in Eq. (2), we obtain

This is somewhat larger than the experimental value
22.87 MHz. However, there are structural differences be
tween La2Cu04 and YBa2Cu306' The oxygen atoms
above and below Cu(2) along the c axis have different
coordinations. In La2Cu04 this type of oxygen lies be
tween Cu(2) and La, whereas in YBa2Cu306 it is located
between Cu(2) and Cu(l) [closer to Cuf l) than to Cu(2)].
Furthermore, in the case of the La compound, the oxygen
atoms are rather 0 2-, because they have only the possi
bility to make covalent bonding with Cu, which is 2.4 A
away. In the YHa2Cu306 the 0(4) may form at least
weak bonds with the Cu neighbors [Cu(l) and Cu(2)],
through the hopping matrix elements between pz orbital
of 0(4) and the 3d3z2__ r2 orbitals of the Cu atoms. This
would favor the existence of holes in these orbitals (which
in the ionic picture are assumed to be absent). Hence,
with respect to La2Cu04' more itinerancy is expected for
YBa2Cu306 along the c axis with consequent gain of ki
netic energy. A resultant smaller number of holes in the

3d3z2_r2 orbital of Cu(2) in YBa2Cu306 will reduce the
value for qval (because it has negative contribution).

Since the qval due to one hole in the 3d3z2_r2 is op-
posite to qval produced by one hole in the 3d 2 2, we

x -y
can use the value qVal(3dx 2_ y 2 )= 95.5 MHz

(= -q;:.al(3d3z2_r2)] for Cu2+, as calculated by Adrian!'

using Hartree-Fock orbitals, to estimate the number of
holes in the 3d3z2_r2 of Cu(2) needed to reduce VQ2 from
the calculated value 29.6 MHz to 22.87 MHz. We obtain
nh(3d3z2_r2)=0.07 holes more than in La2Cu04' Actu
ally, a decrease of the number of holes in the 3d 2 2 canx -y
also be responsible for a reduction of vQ\ (see Eq. (2)].
Hence, the relevant quantity which changes with respect
to La2Cu04 is

A=nh(3d 2 2)-nh (3d 3 2 2),x -y z -r

and thus,

A(YBa2Cu306)=A(La2Cu04)-0.07

should hold for Cu(2) in YBa2Cu306 in order to obtain
agreement with experiment. This indicates that vQ de
pends sensitively on the d-hole distribution. Note that
this is also supported by NQR measurements on Cu in
the superconductingf (Lao. 925SrO.075)2CU04 yielding
vQ=35.3 MHz. This compound has 0.15 extra holes in
the Cu02 plane as compared with La2Cu04' Some of
these holes are at the Cu atom, and mainly in the 3d 2 2x -y
orbital. Consequently, qval increases and thus vQ explain
ing the experimentally observed increase in vQ with
respect to the undoped compound.

We now analyze the NQR results for Cu(2) in the
YBa2Cu307 compound, taking into account that the dis
tance between Cu(2) and 0(4) is ,(1)=2.28 A, smaller
than in YBa2Cu306, where ,(0)=2.46 A.25 Thus, Cu(2) in
YBa2Cu307 will have stronger covalent bonding with
0(4) than Cu(2) in YBa2Cup6 and consequently the in
crease in the number of holes in the 3d 2 2 orbital with3z -r
respect to La2Cu04 will be larger than for YBa2Cu306'
since the hopping matrix element Vpda between this orbit
al and the pz orbital of 0(4) is larger. We can roughly es
timate for both compounds the number of holes in the
3d3z2 - r 2 of Cu(2) due to the covalent bonding with the Pz

orbital of 0(4) as given by nh ~[Vpda/(Ed-Ep )]2, where
Ed' Ep are the on-site energies of both orbitals. Thus, the
rate

where index 0 and 1 refer to YBa2Cu306 and YBa2Cu307,
respectively, is given by

Using the distance dependence of the hopping element
Vpda r- r -712, derived by Harrison.i" and inserting the
maximum value for nh(O)(3d3 22)=0.07 holes estimatedz -r

before, we obtain approximately
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=0.12

with respect to the nh(3d3z2_r2) in La2Cu04' There will
also be a difference between the number of holes in the
orbital 3dx2_y 2 of Cu in the planes for La2Cu04 and
YBa2Cu30,. This difference cannot be estimated in the
same way as for the 3d

3
2 2 orbital, since the orbitalz -r r

3d 2 2 of Cu(2) has only vanishing hopping elements
x -y

with 0(4). Thus, we obtain a maximum value for

a(YBa2Cup,) =nh [)(3dX 2 _ Y2)- nh[)(3d3z2_r2) ,

namely,

a(YBa2Cu30,)=a(La2Cu04)-0.12.

This would imply a reduction of qval = - 52. 1 by 11
MHz, at most, upon going from La2Cu04 to YBa2Cu30,.
However, the latter high-T, superconductor has more
holes, namely nh ~O. 25 holes in the CU02 planes," which
so far are not included in our analysis. If we make the as
sumption that these holes are distributed among the
Cu(2) and the two oxygen atoms in the same proportion
as in (LaO.92SSrO.07S)2Cu04' in which the 0.15 holes in the
plane produce a frequency increase of 3.4 MHz, this will
lead (using a linear interpolation) to an increase of qval by
6 MHz. Hence, qval for Cu(2) in YBa2Cu30, will be
smaller than for Cu in La2Cu04 by ~5 Mhz. Thus, if we
use our calculated value for

te2Q (l-y co )q;nic= -18.9 MHz

for YBa2Cup, and

qval=(52.1-5) MHz=47.1 MHz

we obtain vQ2~28 MHz. The discrepancy with the ex
perimental value of vQ2= 31.5 MHz is reasonable.

To determine vQI in YBa2Cu30" we note that Cu(1)
has covalent bonds with its four neighboring oxygen
atoms within the yz plane. The atomic environment is
approximately similar to that of Cu in La2Cu04 (since the
other two of the six oxygen neighbors are farther away).
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Using then qval =52.1 MHz as derived for La2Cu04' and
our calculated values for

te2Q(I-y co)q~nic= -32.36 MHz

and for 11,30 we obtain vQ1=21. 2 MHz. This is in good
agreement with experiment. However, on physical
grounds one expects qval in YBa2Cu30, to be larger than
in La2Cu04 since, in YBa2Cu30" Cu(l) is in the Cu2.4+

state." Distributing the holes equally among the 3dYL Z2
and the 3d3x2_r2 orbitals might change qval only slightly
(the two orbitals contribute with opposite signs). The
discrepancy between our calculated value of 111 and the
experimental 111 for YBa2Cu30, is probably due to the
different electronic density at 0(1) and 0(4). This has a
strong effect on the asymmetry parameter, but not on the
quadrupole frequency. I' This means that 11 must be cal
culated more accurately including the effect of the p or
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Our results for vQ and the ':ls~mmetry parameter 11 ob
tained by calculating te2Qq~mC and using Eq. (2) are
summarized in Table I. Note that we calculated
te 2Qq~nic for a crystal consisting of point charges and es
timated qval from experimental results for CU20 and
LaZCu04' As discussed the results for vQI,vQ2 depend
sensitively on the hole distribution. vQ could even be a
good measure of the number of holes in the CU02 planes.
But for a precise analysis y co remains a problem. Note
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frequency makes no sense.
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teresting influence on T; (Ref. 32)] could give further use
ful information.
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